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HULL TRAINING TAKE FIRST STEPS
BACK TO FACE-TO-FACE DELIVERY ....
Hull Training are delighted to

announce that some of their learners

will be returning to Endeavour

Learning and Skills centre this week! 

A small number of Springboard YEI

learners will be attending the centre

for one-day-a-week for two hours. On

their first day they will be welcomed

back and given a tour of the newly

adjusted centre and will have a health

and safety briefing. Whilst in the centre

they will have the opportunity to see

their peers, they will have a one-to-one

with their tutor and they will be

supported with their studies. They will

remain in ‘bubbles’ of six and each

learner will be provided with their own

TLA pack. They will also continue with

their studies remotely at home.

Working with HTAE the YEI team

developed a business plan ensuring

they adhered to government

guidelines to bring back learners

safely. They had to consider many

things in order to keep learners and

staff safe including class sizes, avoiding

peak travel times, refreshments and

the distribution of teaching resources

In line with government guidance, they 
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firstly targeted their vulnerable learners.

including, those with an Educational

Health Care Plan, looked after learners,

young carers, those aged 16-18 and some

19+ learners, as they felt it was really

important they were supported pastorally

face-to-face. They then focused on their

learners who really wanted some face-to-

face contact as they had limited ICT

facilities at home and were struggling to

work independently.

During the lock down the YEI team have

been working extremely hard to ensure all

participants can continue with their

studies remotely, using Google Classroom

along with the creation of the learner

zone, an online learner community where

tutors post weekly quizzes, stories,

equality and diversity themes, a question

of the day and daily announcements.

However, they felt strongly that they

needed a mix of blended learning (both

online and classroom based), not only for

their academic progress but also for their

emotional health and well-being. They are

very excited to be returning to some kind

of ‘normal’ and are really looking forward

to seeing their learners!
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PLANNING IS UNDERWAY FOR THE HLC AWARDS CEREMONY....WE NEED YOUR
NOMINATIONS!!!...

Thank you to those who have already submitted their nominations for the

forthcoming HLC Awards Ceremony, to be held at the Hilton Hotel in Hull on 9th

December 2020. However, if you haven't sent yours in yet, don't worry there's still

time!

We are looking for nominations for those people within your projects that you feel

deserve extra recognition for their outstanding contribution to participation in

learning, attendance, achievement, distance-travelled or just their sheer

determination to make a difference.

The evening will consist of award presentations for participants on each contract

within HLC i.e. BBO, This-Ability, YEI Springboard, AEB/Traineeships, CLLD and

Community Grants. There will also be other awards on the evening, of which

details will follow soon. 

Shortlisted nominees will be invited to the star-studded event only, with a guest

of their choice and a representative from the nominating organisation. We will be

sending invites out as soon as we have shortlisted the applications.

If you would like to nominate someone please follow this LINK to complete the

nomination form. You can nominate up to three people per contract. The deadline

date for nominations is 31st August. Please note this event will be held subject to

Government guidelines. For more information, please contact 

vicky.holbeck@hlc-vol.org.
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https://remote.ipegs.co.uk/webforms/MTU3MTA=
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NICK TODD, FROM HULL KR'S COMMUNITY TRUST, WHO WORKS AS PART OF
THE THIS-ABILITY PROJECT, SHARES HIS TALES FROM LOCK DOWN...

What’s your experience of lock down been like?

Frustrating at times, not being able to see loved ones and lack of personal

contact has been difficult.

 

How have you found working from home? (Best bits and most challenging

aspect?)

I have never been one for working from home, so it's not ideal but best bits are

being able to dress how I like and work when I want to work. The worst or most

challenging part about working from home for me has to be the lack of personal

contact with learners and colleagues.

What have you learnt about yourself during lock down?

That I need to mix with people. I am definitely not a person who likes social-

distancing.

 

What new ways of working have you learnt from home and what will you take with

you, when we return to a new type of ‘normal’?

Having to become more creative in delivery, usually very practical in normal

delivery circumstances. Having to use Zoom or any video conferencing technology

but this can take a running jump as soon as possible, as it is mentally draining!

 

Have you learnt any new hobbies or skills?

I have taught myself how to re-dye and refurbish Adidas trainers, I have a bit of a

collection.

 

If you could go back to the start of lock down with what you know now, what

would you tell yourself?...

That this isn’t going to be over in a couple of weeks!

 


